THE TRUE COST OF SYSTEMISING
AND SELLING YOUR EXPERTISE
1. Decide on the topics or area of expertise
you will focus on
2. Prepare your topic resources
3. Publicise your expertise
4. Set up your webinar
5. Promote your webinar
6. Deliver the webinar
7. Do the post-webinar follow-up

What happens when you don’t prepare all of the stages in the correct order? Or don’t
create the content systematically?

What happens when you do prepare the stages in order and systematically?

How much do you already know about these stages? How much time and cost do you
estimate each stage will take? Rate the stages 1-7: 1 being the easiest, 7 being the most
concerning / time consuming / 'I really don't know what I'm doing for this part'
Stages of Systemising and Selling your Expertise:

Time

Cost

Rating

1. Decide on the topics
or area of expertise
you will focus on
2. Prepare your topic
resources

3. Publicise
your expertise

4. Set up your webinar

5. Publicise your webinar

6. Deliver
the webinar

7. Do the post-webinar
follow-up
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Stage 1: Decide on the topic/area of
expertise you will focus on
What problem are you solving? What do your clients really need from you and your
experience base?

Which parts can you use for promotion? One module? or pieces of all?
Module 1
1.Painpoint

The
before..

2. Gainpoint

The
after...

3. Outcome

How to…

4. Theory

What?

5. Demo

Examples?

6. Action

Activity/
task?

Module 2

Module 3

Module 4

Module 5

How much is already planned? Do you need help to get a plan together?

How long is it going to take you? What do you need to outsource? What are the costs?
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Stage 2: Prepare your topic resources
What core materials are you going to create?

What processes do you need to follow to get the core materials you want?

What material can you re-purpose? What do you need to create?

What do you need to outsource? What can you do in-house?

How long do you need for this stage? What’s your budget?
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Stage 3: Publicise your expertise
Existing
Y or N?

Responsibility?
Outsource or
in-house?

Time

Cost

Social Media Platforms
Top level marketing plan
Social Media Copy
Social Media Images
Scheduling Content
Paid campaigns - articles

Realistically, how much time and budget do you need to set aside for each month
that you are promoting articles or other marketing material?

Notes
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Stage 4: Set up your webinar
Existing
Y or N?

Responsibility?
Outsource or
in-house?

Time

Cost

Graphics: sales page,
email and SM assets
Sign up: sales page, optin
box, CRM integration,
thank you page
Automated emails:
thank you, reminder,
deliver workbook
Announcement and Offer:
add event to up-coming
events, prepare offer

Realistically, how much time and budget do you need to set aside for the webinar
set up?

Notes
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Stage 5: Promote your webinar
Existing
Y or N?

Responsibility?
Outsourceor
in-house?

Time

Cost

Social Media Calendar
update: announcement,
reminders, links to articles
Opt in pop up box
EDM/ Newsletter

Paid Campaigns - webinar

Realistically, how much time and budget do you need to set aside for the promotion
of the webinar itself?

Notes
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Stage 6: Deliver your presentation
Existing
Y or N?

Responsibility?
Outsourceor
in-house?

Time

Cost

Presentation content and
structure (interaction?
housekeeping?)
Presentation visual aids create and design
Workbook - create and
design, insert into EDMs
Webinar set up (tech,
support person, record
plan and test run)

Realistically, how much time and budget do you need to set aside for the preparation
and delivery of the webinar including all the learning resources?

Notes
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Stage 7: Follow up after the webinar
Existing
Y or N?

Responsibility?
Outsourceor
in-house?

Time

Cost

Disable pop-up
Create a webinar
replay page
Send post-webinar emails:
replay, offer reminder
Hide & forward webinar
sales page
Adding to Library?
Make and design the
new lesson
Add new lesson to menu/
sales pages
Events pages:
Remove from upcoming
Move to recent events link to new article

Realistically, how much time and budget do you need to set aside for webinar
follow up?

Notes
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